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0, The purpose of this paper is to present some aspects of Tlachichilco Tepehua
(TT) phonology with special focus on the morphophonemics of the verb.-'-'^

TT is one of three Tepehua dialects spoken in the states of Hidalgo and Vera-

cruz in Mexico. There is a low degree of intelligibility between TT and the other

two dialect areas, Pisa Flores (PF) and Huehuetla (H). Tepehua is very clearly

related to Totonac and some preliminary reconstruction work has been done (Arana,

1953). There have been suggestions that Totonacan is part of a larger group of

languages including Mayan and Mixe-Zoque but almost no evidence has yet been pub-

lished to support the claims .

^

TT, like other Totonacan languages, is an agglutinative language. The verb

system has eleven prefixes , twenty-four suffixes , seven proclitics ( four of which
occur exclusively with the verb) and two enclitics. Apart from these affixed
morphemes , the verb stem may be a compound of two or three morphemes . This natur-
ally provides many possibilities for morphophonemic processes to occur.

TT has a fairly consistent and restrictive syllable structure. The juxtapo-
sitions of some morphemes in the verb often create unacceptable syllable struc-
tures that must be brought into conformity with the standard pattern through mor-

phophonemic processes. The first part of this paper will include descriptions of

such processes and show that they are motivated by the standard syllable structure

conditions.

1. The following table presents the distinctive features of the phonemes of TT

using the feature system of Chomsky and Halle (1968); /h/, however, is considered
[-son] rather that [+sonJ. Though all vowel phonemes are marked as [+voice] and
Q-nasal], they may have [-voice] and ^tnasal] surface forms.

1. The data for this paper were gathered by my wife and me while living in the
Tlachichilco area for seven months and at a workshop in the Fall of 1979 held at
the Centro Manuel Gamio in Ixmiquilpan, Hidalgo. The following people made help-
ful suggestions at various points in the analysis: Doris Bartholomew, Velma
Pickett, and David Tuggy. Eunice Pike offered valuable comments and assisted us
in learning to "hear" the language. We especially appreciate the detailed com-
ments made by Charles Speck in reading earlier drafts of this paper, and we have
greatly profited from discussions with Dorothy Herzog and Herman Aschmann and
their knowledge of Huehuetla Tepehua and Totonac, respectively. It should be
mentioned, however, that none of these agree with every point in the analysis. -

2. Tlachichilco Tepehua is spoken in the municipio of Tlachichilco, Veracruz and
in seven surrounding villages. It is difficult to estimate the exact number of
speakers of TT but there are probably 700 nuclear families

.

3. See McQuown, (19i+2) and (1956); Wonderly, (1953). More recently, Brown and
Witkowski, (1979) have provided evidence for linking Mayan and Zoquean and suggest
a further relationship with Totonacan (1978), but provide no evidence for the
latter.
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Table o± Distinctive Features

ptkq(dcs^?linn''hwy
cons ++++++++++++____
syll

son „-_-_____ + + + __ + +

cor -+--++++++_+____
ant + + -- + - + _ + + + + ____
high +--+-+-_____++
back --++----______+_
round -------_______+_
cont -_____++_+___+++
nasal ------____++____
strid -,--++++__-_____
del rel ----++ - ___
voice ----____++++__++

The phoneme /r/ is attested only in Spanish loan words and in a few onomatopoetic
words such as /te^-u/ or /keri/ "frog" and /tikro:toti/ "wren".

i i : e e : a a : o o : u u

:

cons -- -- -- -- --

syll ++ ++ ++ ++ + +

son ++++++++++
high ++ -- -- ^- ++
back -- -- ++ ++ ++
round -- -- -- ++ ++
long -+ -+ -+ _+ _+
nasal -- -- -- -_ __
voice ++ ++++ ++ ++
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1.1 Length is contrastive on the vowels;

/Iqan/ "fly"

/lqa:n/ "corn husk"

/hun/ "hummingbird"

/''urn/ "wind"

/''awinti/ "over there"

/''ali:nta/ "there has been"

The low vowel /a/ has positional variants .in its long and short forms. The

short form of /a/ is realized by fsj and the long form, /a:/, by [aQ . The long

forms of /i/ and /u/ are also pronounced with a slightly higher tongue position

than their corresponding short forms, but the contrast is less than that between

the positional variants of /a/. In underlying forms, the mid vowels /e/ and /o/

have a much more restricted distribution than the other vowels (see 6 below) and

on the surface do not have positional variants in their long and short forms. If

we consider the more centralized variants of the three vowels to be Q-tense^ and

the other variants that are closer to the upper and lower extremes of the mouth

to be r+tense"] we can foipmulate the following context-free rule:

Rl vowel strengthening
'*high

-ovlow

+long
^tensej

However, there is a consistent exception to Rl in that [ a] [+tensej occurs as

a variant of the short form of /a/ when stressed immediately following a word-

initial glottal stop. Thus, we have the following rule:

R2 initial /a/

strengthening

V

Hback
-round
+stress

+tensej / #

1.2

1.2.1 Ranking of consonants in this paper is based on three assumptions:

1) those positions in the syllable that are least restrictive in selecting

phonemes (i.e., have a larger set of possible "fillers") are the stronger

4. "Tense" vowels here are not what are often referred to as "tense" vowels in

languages such as English. This usage of "tense" does, however, fit the more
general descriptions for the term as given in Chomsky and Halle:

Tense sounds are produced with a deliberate , accurate maximally
distinct gesture. . .One of the differences between tense and lax
vowels is that the former are executed with a greater deviation
from the neutral or rest position of the vocal tract than are the
latter (1968:324).

Aschmann reports for Totonac the same positional variants for long and short forms

of /a/ but that "the long vowels (including /i/ and /u/ have a tendency to be pro-

duced at a lower tongue position than their corresponding short vowels"
(19146:35). Throughout this paper the phonetic distinction between "tense" and

"non-tense" forms of the vowels will not be marked in the examples, except where
it is necessary to demonstrate a process or rule ordering.
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positions; those that are most restrictive are the weaker positions. Thus, for TT,

syllable-final position is weaker than syllable-initial position because it has a

smaller set of possible fillers;^

2) weaker positions have a greater preference for weaker consonants than do

stronger positions. Thus, the consonants of rank 8 and 9 occur only in syllable-

initial position while ^wj occurs only in syllable-final position.

3) the weaker consonants are generally more susceptible to rules of deletion,

assimilation, and "weakening processes" than are the stronger consonants.

The application of assumptions 1 and 2 will be seen below in the discussion

of standard syllable structure. The application of assumption 3 will be seen at

various points in the discussion of rules.

In the ranking chart, all but two phonemes are listed in their basic forms.

The continuants /w/ and /I/ have their allophones listed as well, as they are

very distinct both phonetically and in their distribution. The surface forms

[b] and [1] are determined by their position in the syllable. The glottal stop

presents some problems that are discussed in 1.2.2 below.

P
s t

y s m [b] i

h [w] [1] n q (->) k [1] 'S

"weak" 12 3455789 "strong"

"low rank of stricture" "high rank of stricture"

This ranking of consonants is, of course, language specific for TT, but, as

will be shown, it does present some interesting parallels to both the "rank of

stricture" hierarchy of K. L. Pike (1943:56-65, 129-36, 151-56) as developed by

E. V. Pike (1954) and the "strong-weak" hierarchy as presented by Hooper

(1976:195 ff).

1.2.2 The glottal stop presents some interesting analytical problems in TT, as it

does for all the Totonacan languages. As reported by Aschmann, within the syl-

lable, the glottal stop follows the vowel in some dialects, precedes the vowel in

others, and in some towns "it actualizes as a laryngealization of the syllabic

nucleus without any full glottal stop present" (1946:42). In his analysis of the

Totonac of Zapotitlan de Mendez (in which the glottal occurs following the vowel),

"the phonetic glottal stop is treated as a part of a vowel nucleus, rather than a

separate consonant" (1946:41). The arguments for Aschmann 's analysis (restated in

part by K. L. Pike, 1967:387) are convincing and are based on the distribution of
1'^ I , its frequency, its occurrence in loans, its effect on the vowel, juncture
problems, and the variation of its position in the syllable from one dialect to

another.

For several of the same reasons listed by Aschmann for Totonac, it may be

5. The terms "strong" and "weak" as used in this paper for the most part follow
the usage in Hooper (1975, part II). For criteria similar to assumption 1) for
ranking positions in the syllable see K. L. Pike and E. V. Pike (1947:80) and
Hooper (1976:200).
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more insightful to consider /''/ in TT ( a dialect where it occurs before the vowel)
at least as more closely tied to the nucleus of the syllable than any other con-
sonant.^ However, this analysis considers the sequence /''V/ to be an example of a
CV syllable type for two reasons

:

1) otherwise it would have to be specified that all sylleibles which aren't
consonant-initial have laryngealized nuclei (this is Aschmann's approach for
Totonac, 19H5:36);

2) I'^l is phonetically a stop except, as will be shown, when the SSS moti-
vates it to have a different surface form.

2.

2.1 The following syllable types are attested for TT raonomorphemic words:

CV
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following forms

:

kli : tahun
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The exceptions to the SSS in TT might suggest the positing of a tentative
"non-standard syllable structure":

C C C V c C C

Rank 3 4-9 4 2 4 4-9

It should be noted, however, that without exception all monomorphonemic words
(though often polysyllabic), when pronounced in isolation, conform to the SSS.

The basic difference between the system of consonant ranking used by Hooper
and that used by E. V. Pike is that Pike's rank of stricture has a purely physio-
logical-articulatory basis while Hooper considers "the syllable, and for that
matter the cover feature strength, as theoretical constructs, not entirely di-

vorced from physical reality" (198).^ The strong-weak hierarchy of consonants
presented by Hooper is primarily based on the vowel-likeness of the consonants
(199). Those consonants that have a greater number of features in common with
vowels (voicing, continuantness , sonorantness) are weaker and those most unlike

vowels are stronger. E. V. Pike's system of rank of stricture has some paral-

lels since she includes the degree of stricture as a determining factor; e.g., /t/

would be expected to have a higher rank of stricture than /s/. Pike, however,

also takes into account the place of articulation, first considering the cavity in

which the stricture occurs (oral being primary, nasal secondary, and pharyngeal
tertiary), and secondly the position of the stricture within the cavity. Pike's
"Criterion 5" states that

When both of two segments have strictures in the oral cavity

and the strictures are of the same degree of closure, then

the segment which contains the stricture farthest toward the
front of the mouth is of higher rank than the other. For
example, /f/ outranks /s/; /t/ outranks /k/ (1954:27).10

Thus, for TT, /p/ and /t/ are ranked above /k/, and /k/ is ranked above /q/
(though in TT /p/ is not ranked above /t/ )

.

Such a ranking of consonants by place of articulation in the oral cavity
seems to be valid for TT and appears to be valid for other languages as well.

9. For a criticism of Hooper's "avoidance of articulatory considerations" see
A. Brakel (1979).

10. It is interesting to note that Pike's article is not recognized in the cur-
rent discussions of syllable structure and consonant strength in the literature,
though much of what is being said now echoes her insights made well over two
decades ago.

11. Southern Nambiquara has no labials in syllable-final position (Price, 1976:
345); Arekuna allows only /k/ and nasals in syllable-final position (Edwards,
1978:227); weakening in word- final position has been reported in Chinese that
perfectly parallels E. V. Pike's system of ranking (Chen, as reported in Hyman,
1975:168; see also Foley's ranking of consonants to explain shifts in Spanish and
German as reported in Hyman, ibid.); and Venneman (in Hooper, 1976:196) posits a

ranking of consonants for Modern Icelandic in which /t/ is ranked above /k/ (but
also above /p/). It is important to note however that all seem agreed that
probably no phonological system can be accounted for solely in terms of its

syllable structure and strength of consonants, though such considerations often
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As stated previously, the SSS for TT permits HI , I'cl ^ /-pi , and /t/ to occur only

in syllable-initial position. Such a restriction on the affricates /if and /c/

could be predicted by either the strong-weak hierarchy of Hooper or the stricture

ranking of Pike. However, only Pike's system would predict such a restriction on

/p/ and /t/ that is not also applicable to /k/ and /q/. As the stops closer to

the front of the mouth are considered to be of a higher rank than the stops to-

ward the back of the mouth, they would be considered more likely to be restricted
to the stronger position of the syllable, i.e., syllable-initial (see 2.2 R12,

below.

2.2 There are several rules in TT that are motivated by the SSS.

In all other Totonacan dialects (including PF and H) the voiceless lateral
/!/ has phonemic status. In TT the occurrence of [^i] is predictable according to

the following rule:

R3 /I/ devoicing 12 f-voice
L-son

_

/ |]
/Iman/
/talpa/
/pul'^an/

/wil/
/ta-wila-nal/
/Itatay/
/talman/
/qalluh/

[ima]

ftaip^

[>i±]

[tabilanalj
[itatayj

[taim| J

[qailuhj

"wide"

"cliff"
"mud"
"he sits"
"they sit"
"he sleeps"
"tall"
"a lot of plants"

Rule three states that /I/ is devoiced syllable-final or preceding a consonant.
However, according to the present analysis it is more insightful (though nota-
tional conventions are lacking) to state that /I/ is devoiced when in syllable-
final position or when it is the subordinate constituent of a consonant cluster.
Ssuch a description shows the motivation for the devoicing: when /I/ occurs in a
weaker position in the syllable, it occurs in its weaker form. The voicelessness
of the /I/ can't be accounted for adequately by the presence of a following con-
sonant since the following consonant is sometimes voiced; it would be difficult
to understand why a voiced C would cause /I/ to devoice. Therefore, it is more
likely that the /I/ is conditioned by its position rather than by the surrounding
phonemes; and the fact that syllable-final position (which is considered to be a

weak position) permits /I/ only in its voiceless form suggests that [i] is

weaker than [ l] in TT.

provide much added insight (E. V. Pike, 195M-:i+l; Hyman , 1975:158; and Hooper,
1976:19"+), See Hyman (ibid.) for examples of languages where Pike's physio-
logical system of ranking as discussed here apparently is not reflected in the
phonology.

12. The occurrence of [ij is predictable in Tierra Colorada, and, for the most
part in the other villages of the Tlachichilco area. However, in two larger vil-
lages, some speakers retain the contrast between [ i] and [ l] preceding vowels.
However, in such cases, and in other Totonacan language groups that retain the
contrast, only /i/ may occur syllable-final and preceding a consonant, and so
would be similarly ranked as weaker than /I/.
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This assumes, following Pike's system of rank, that [i] should be ranked

below [l]. In Pike's system a voiced continuant is ranked above a voiceless con-

tinuant because the former has an additional stricture (the glottis). Hooper's

criterion for consonant ranking (i.e., vowel-likeness) causes her to rank voice-

less consonants as stronger than their voiced counterparts.

Another criterion would also cause 'Hooper to rank [l] as stronger than [ij

in TT. When Hooper deals with word-initial clusters such as /st/ , /sp/, etc. in

English, she considers the first position to be stronger because it occurs fur-

ther from the syllable nucleus. ^^ The analysis would be similar for clusters

such as [±p] , [it], etc. in TT. However, in'English, as Hooper explains, there

remains the difficulty of how to handle word-final clusters such as /st/ , /sp/

,

etc., where /s/, being closer to the nucleus, must be considered to be weaker

(218). A similar problem would be encountered in applying Hooper's criteria to

TT. In word-initial consonant clusters, [±] would have to be considered as

stronger than [_lj as only [^i]| can occupy the first position in such clusters;

and, as already mentioned. Hooper considers the position furthest from the syl-

lable nucleus to be the strongest. However, the fact that in all Totonacan

languages [l] may not occur in syllable-final position (a weak position) though

[_±] often does, suggests the opposite: That [i] is weaker than [ ij •

We don't encounter this problem in an analysis which posits subordinate and

principal constituents of consonant clusters because the position which is far-

ther from the nucleus is not necessarily the stronger position. [ i^ is consider-

ed to be weaker than fl] both by the occurrence of [l^ in consonant clusters and

by its occurrence in syllable-final position: in the former it is the subordi-

nate (weaker) constituent of the cluster and in the latter it occurs in a weak

position in the syllable. ^^

The SSS in TT does not permit a sequence of two stops within the same syl-

lable. Often, however, there are underlying forms that have such sequences.

13. It is usually assumed (as in Hooper, 1976) that voiceless consonants are
stronger than (ranked above) their voiced counterparts. Braker argues that "the
ubiquity of voice in human communication suggests that impediments or deviations
from this state represent markedness—the greater the deviation. . .the greater the
strength or the markedness of the segments involved" (1979:45). Yet, as Hjnnan

points out, "by far the most common weakening process is devoicing" (1975:168).
This analysis follows Pike's ranking of voiced segments as stronger than their
voiceless counterparts; but I would also point out that in a voiced environment,
such as intervocalically, it would be expected that a voiced segment would usu-
ally be considered as weaker than its voiceless counterpart in the same environ-
ment (E. V. Pike, personal communication). In the case of TT [±] and [l],
however, it appears that only the position in the syllable determines the surface
form and that the voicing of the environment has no effect.
14. "If the syllable is viewed as a unit whose center is the most vowel-like and

whose outer margins are the least vowel-like, then it is reasonable to speculate

further that any intervening segments will be intermediate between least and most

vowel-like" (1976:199). It will be recalled that for Hooper the "i?ost vowel-like"

sounds are the weakest.

15. Similarly in English, /s/ would be considered the weaker constituent in con-

sonant clusters such as /sp/, /st/, etc., whether that cluster is syllable-initial

or syllable-final.
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R4— R7 below, modify the underlying fot'm to conform to the SSS.

As mentioned in 2.1 above, the Isub marker, k-, is optionally deleted when
preceding a consonant in the same syllable and obligatorily deleted if that con-

sonant is a non-nasal stop:

-cont
+nasR4 optional

/k-/ deletion /k/ —>

condition:

/ >cont||

syllable-bound
optional

+cons
R5 obligatory
/k-/ deletion /k/ /

-son

-cont

condition: syllable-bound

The following examples show the resultant ambiguity in some surface forms

:

I+come+pt
UF $k+min+li

foc+I=come+pt
wa:+k$-Hmin+li

irr+I+hit+pt
ka+k$+sa:+li

RU minli

I+hit+pt
$k+sa:+li

sa:li

surf mil

(=1 came,
he came)

wa:kmi±

(=1 came)

kaksa:±

(=that I

may hit him)

sa:l

(=1 hit him,
he hit him)

negj^lsub/plant+fut plant+fut negi^lsub?^think+pt lsub;^think+pt
UF sin?^k$i^^''an+ya: $k/c''an+ya: ha:ntuA$?fpastak+li $k?!pastak+li

R5 c^anya: pastakli

surf sink^ana: cana: ha:ntukpastakii pastakl^

(=1 won't (=1 will plant)^^ (=1 didn't think) (=I/he thought)
plant)

When a verb stem is /w/-initial, R15 /w/ strengthening (see below)
strengthens the semi-vowel /w/ to the consonant [b] . Wlien[b'] is preceded by the
Isub marker, k-^, it is devoiced as in R6 [b] devoicing, below; then k-_ is deleted
(in normal speech) as in R4, above:

R6 [bj devoicing b — ^ pw / [Ivoice]

condition: syllable, bound

16. This in interpreted as Isub since only Isub may take the "fut" suffix, -ya:

,

without the "irr" proclitic, ka- , as mentioned above in 2.1.
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IsubT^become+pt become+pt Isub/^sit+pt sit+pt

UF k/wa:+li wa:+li k?^wila+li wila+li

R15 kbarli ba:li kbilali

R6 kpWa:ii kp^ilali

R1+ pWa:li pWilali

bilali

3plob j +feed+pr

lak$+wa : wa : +ya

lakba:ba:ya

surf

UF

R15

R6

p^ari fea:l P^ii

Isubi^feed+pr feed+pr lsubi«!eat+pt

k;!wa:wa:+ya wa:wa:+ya k?!wahin+li

kbarbaiya ba:ba:ya kbahinli

kp"a:ba:ya kp^ahinli

pWa:ba:ya pWahinli

bii lakba:ba:y

eat+pt

wahin+li

bahinli

surf pWg.^g.y ba:ba:y p^gyj bayi

Thus, the surface contrast between Isub and 3sub is displaced: rather than
being marked by the presence vs. absence of k-, it is marked by the voiceless and
voiced allophones, [pWJ and [bj, (the former marking the presence of k- in the
underlying form). —

When followed by /''/ within the same syllable, /q/ or /h/ is deleted;

R7 /q,h/ deletion -hio-h ». a / _^^„+-l

-syll
-high
-ant

--> I

condition: syllable-bound

play+pr+2sub is+pr+2sub see+go hand+nail

UF qamanan+ya+R25 tahun+ya+R25 laqSt-Jan mah$+''esi:ti

R25 $q''amananya ta$h''unya

R7 ''amananya ta''unya

surf ''amana ta''u
t.

laq''a mah''esi:ti

When /'/ is immediately preceded by a stop within the same syllable, it is
realized as laryngealization of the following vowel:

R8 V-lar coalescence []-cont]

1

-cont
-cons

2

V

3

3

[Mar]

condition: syllable-bound
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chile sell+pr jail 3plobj+eat+pr

UF $p''in Ssfai+ya pa:$^''in lak$+''u+ya

R8 pm staya pa: cm
... ... ... •••

surf pi stay pa:ci lak''uy

Two other rules should be mentioned here that are limited to verb forms

with Isub.

First, for all /h/-initial verb stems, the /h/ is deleted when preceded

by the Isub marker, k- :

R9 Stem initial /h/ deletion /h/ -» 0/ /k-/ +

31

3sub+say+pt Isub/say+pt 3sub+lead+pt Isub^lead+pt
UF 0+hu:ni:li kii!hu:ni+li 0+hap''ula+li k^hap''ula+li

R9 kurnili kap''ulali

surf hu:nii ku:nil hapulai kapulal

Second, the Isub marker k-^ becomes hk- if it is immediately preceded

and followed by a vowel. Such an environment occurs only when k^ follows a

V- final clitic and immediately precedes an underlying /?/ initial or /h/

initial verb stem to which R8 or R9 have been applied:

RIO /h/ insertion -» h /V'^ k^V

UF
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R12 /p,t/ weakening k /

talijiukuti
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ianqay j^agqa£j "he lacks"

16''an'ay [«5f''ay] "you lack"

In syllable- initial position /w/ is strengthened:

R15 /w/ strengthening w --» b / V

Such a process might be analysed as a weakening of /b/ in syllable-
final position; however, the above analysis is preferred for two reasons:

1) this provides a greater simplicity in the feature system of the
underlying phonemes, and,

2) in several Totonacan dialects this phoneme is pronounced in its
weaker form, ["wj , only, in both syllable-initial and syllable-final positions.

18
ten ten+pl int+sit+pr sit+pr

UF ka:w ka:w+in ta+wila+ya wila+ya

R14 ka:bin bilaya

• •• ••• •• •••

surf ka:w ka:bi tawlay bil

Except in markedly slow speech, /h/ never occurs before a nonstressed
vowel in TT. Therefore we have the following rule:

R16 /h/ deletion h->0/V _^-,
pstress^

As stated in the SSS, there are no vowel clusters in TT. As a result
of R16 above, however, two vowels are often juxtaposed in a derivation. In
such instances the second vowel becomes a semivowel, or if the two vowels
are identical, one long vowel results:

R17 V lengthening V. V. ==^ j+long] (3

1 2

R18 desyllabification V -> [}syll] / V_

R17 must be ordered before R18 to give the following forms:

18. The underlying form for sit is /wila/. In the stative, singular forms the
final /a/ is dropped, while in its intransitive forms (following ta-) plural and
singular, the /i/ is deleted. The full forirt thus occurs only in the stative
plural forms: wilanaw , "we sit"; wilanant'^ijj "7°^ (pi) sit"; tawilanal "they

sit".
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one;^ day neg withT^eat+nm pst;^wander+pt

/tawn?^a hurSan ha:ntu kun?^way+ti ''r§^tik?u:ya+li/

"he went a day without food"

§ ^ ^ 41 M i!

largo tawnc^ huica ha:nty kyfeayti ''i'§tikSu:yal

andante "^tawnchuicf ha:ntkyfeayti ^tiksu:yai

tawncahuic| haintukybayti ItikSuiyal

allegro tawnchuiM ha:ntkufeaytStik'§u:ya±

tawn'Sahui6| ha:ntukubayti§tiksu:yai
41 . u

presto tawnlShuica ha:ntkubaytStikSu:yai

3poss^face hand ripe banana
/•'is?!''ukSpu:.maka:/ "palm" /ca:na: ha:ka/

andante *''is''ukspG?*makT''* ^arnT^'^hTik/

allegro %''ukspu:mak'P^ *^a:na:hllka^

3.2 The five rules discussed in this section refer to clitic-final or
word-final segments.

word-final C (C) V_ 1/^2N 3

devoicing Pvoic^ [^stress] # ==^ (pvoice]) [^voice]

When word-final and following a voiceless consonant, an unstressed vowel
or a sequence of a consonant followed by an unstressed vowel is devoiced.
R19 is ordered after R3 /I/ devoicing (feeding order) and after R2M- stress
placement:

bathe+lpl bathe+lpl^already light 3possi^light^plposs
UF paS+wi pas+wi;^ca maklku ''iSi^maklku^k?an

R19 paSpi paSbica maklku
o

surf pS^pi paSbica makiku Smaklkuka

21. See section 5. for explanation of variant forms of ''i^-

22. Following a voiced consonant, no unstressed vowels occur on the surface
preceding a clitic, word or phrase boundary (see R19); so no such examples of
nonapplication of R19 can be given.
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pig 3possi<^pigi^plposs beans 3poss/beansi^plposs
UF p''a^ni 'il/p%"gni7*k''an stapu ''is^^stapuj^k'^an

R19 p'^asni stapu

•• ••• ...

surf pasni §pa§nik|i stapy 'istapuka

mother 3poss5>^mother?^plposs rest+pt rest+pt^already
UF nati ^i??!nati?!k?an stak+li stak+li/ca

R19 nati stakii stakli"5a
** or

surf nati "Snatika stakii staklica

star Sposs?! star ?^plposs tropical fruit Sposs^tr.fruitj^plposs
UF stak''u ''is5^stak''u7!k''an paqlraa ''is;^paqlma?ik''an

• • • • • •

R19 stak''u paqima

••• •• ...

surf stSku 'istakuka paqiijia §paq±maka

When unstressed and clitic-final and following a voiceless consonant,
a stop-vowel sequence or a vowel is optionally deleted:

R20 optional ' C C V
deletion [^voice] p-contj Pstress] ^ C ==^ 10 4 5

1 2 3 1+5

condition: optional

a) /p''a'§ni Itatay/ ^asitata^l "pig is sleeping"
jpasniitatay]

b) /hlkmi ffSasta/ liikidast^ "the fire is hot"
fhikmiiiiastS

c) /ki:n?'paqlma^k?an/ lki:mpaqika| "our fruit"
rki:mpaq±maka]

d) /maklku minta^a/ [maklminta^aj "a light is coming
[makikumintaca] •>

* [maklmintca]

e) /pa:stak'^a?^.a/ [pa:stakaSa! "he's thinking now"
" [pa:stakcal

f) /pasli/ca/ [jasli'&al "he already bathed"
" Fpa'Sl'S^

g) /tawnca hu±ca:n/ |tawnchuic^:| "already one day"
[^awn'Sahulca'ij
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(See also the examples under 3.1.)

As can be seen in c) and d) above, R20 is ordered after R3 /I/ devoicing
(a feeding order). Also, as noted in examples d-f above, there is a minor
exception to R20 in that it may not apply before the clitic /-"£a/, "now,
already". The clitic /-ca/ may itself be contracted to ["S"] , however, as

in example g), above, /-ca/ is marked T-context R2o]] in the lexicon.

All word-final stressed vowels on the surface are L"long |
and phone-

tically closed by a glottal stop. The only syllable which may terminate
in a glottal stop is the final syllable of the word:

R21 word-final
glottal j+stress]

1

# ==> 1

f long]

That R21 is ordered after Rl vowel strengthening (a non-bleeding order)
is shown in the following examples:

UF



UF

R2U

R22

R15

entertpr
tanu:+ya

tanu:ya

tanu:y

bathe+pr
pas+ya

paSya

bathe+pr+lpl
pas+ya+wi

pasyawi

paSyaw

bathe+lpl
pa§+wi

paSwi

pasbi

surf tanu:y pasa pa'saw paspi

The following optional rule completely or partially devoices /y/ and /w/when word- final: -^

R23 /w,y/ devoicing
-cons
-syll
+son

—> fvoicej /

condition: optional

a) /sa:y/ [^a:y ~ Sa:yy _ ^a:y] "good afternoon"
b) /^apalay/ f apalay ~ ^apSlayy ~ 'apalay] "more"
c) /sapay/ [lapay- lapay^^ sapajr] "old man"
d) /kaw/ []caw~ kaww ~ kawl "ten"

e) /Ipaw/ [ipaw- Ipaww- Ipaw] "avocado"

lli.- ^l ll-^^-
''''^^' ^^ ^"^^'^^^' ^°^^ "°^ ^==°^t f°^ the partiallydevoiced forms. This is, of course, a result of using only binary featuresWith such a restriction the partially devoiced forms could still be acc^nt^dfor by the following rules (suggested by Doris Bartholomew)

accounted

r

a)

-cons
'

syll
-voice
thigh
•back
(ground

-cons
-syll
+high
aback
ground

#

condition: optional

b)
-cons
-syll
+voice

—^ /

-cor.s

-syll
-voice
thigh

#

condition: optional

t^vi^l^'"'
^^^

"^"^K^
^'''^"' ^^ "°^^^ P^^'^^^^ ^he partially devoiced forms

i'Jrl T '"^^ ^f ^^ """^'^ "^^" P^°^^'=" "h^ f^lly devoiced forms. Howeversuch an approach seems to be very ad hoc and a better solution would prob^lvbe found in the use of multivalued features.
probably
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f

)

/kaminawi/ Lkaminaw--^ kaminaw^ -^ kaminawj "we come"

g) /taltuya/ [tastuy ~ taltuyy ~ ta"§tuy "he goes out"

It can be seen in f) and g) above, that R23 is ordered after

R22 V deletion.

An interesting note regarding the rules in this section (R19-23) is that
none of them apply in what could be called a "calling" speech style, which
is also marked by a substantial lengthening of the final vowel:

standard speech calling gloss

mapalaw mapalabi:
mapalal mapalali:

"we paid"
"he paid"
"he pays"mapalay mapalaya:

kiri^aqa'' kin'Saqa: : "my house"
kamina'' kamina: : "he'll come"
mimakiku mimakiku:

:

"your light"
paSij pasli:: "he bathed"
pa"§pj paSbi:: "we bathed"

4. There are a number of rules in TT that apply only to the verb. Some of
these are restricted to the verb because only there are the conditions met for
their application; others must be formally stated as restricted to the verb.
In this section a few rules of both types are presented.

While there is no consistent placement of stress on other parts of speech,
stress occurs on the verb according to the following rule:

R2U stress
placement V ---> [Vstress] / (D'^°"''0) "^0 (T-I '1)(JE"'^°"h)''

verb

A vowel is stressed when it is separated from the clitic boundary by a following
syllable and the following syllable a) contains a short vowel and is closed by
a noncontinuant, or, b) is an open syllable with a short vowel. If it is in a
syllable immediately preceding the clitic boundary, a vowel is stressed a) when
it is followed by a continuant, and/or, b) when it is r+longl

.

lak'^ap'^up'^int'^ik "you (pi) believed it"

ka'^uya:p'^it'^ik "you (pi) will eat it"

lakaminta "he is looking this way"

ki''aqt''ay'^u:t'^i "help me I"

qamanan "he plays"

mapalay "he pays him"

kala:'ciwiniya:w "we will talk together"

kata^'an^oqoya: "they will go back"

kamilpaya: "he will sing"

parstak-'aT^a "he thinks"
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There are two rules that are restricted to the second person forms

of the verb. Where applicable the following rule marks verbs for second

person subject (2sub), whether singular or plural:

[-contl

,25

R25 2sub lar --> '' /< -cons
+cont
-son

verb
-^ p-2sub1

condition: clitic bound

When the subject is second person, /''/ is inserted immediately after all pre-

vocalic stops and pre-vocalic /h/s, except those that occur in clitics. R25

is iterative and is ordered before R7 /q,h/ deletion and before R8 V-lar

coalescence (both feeding orders):

UF
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the first syllable of the stem. If R26 is not applicable, the same person
and tense is marked by the suffix -fi . R26 is ordered before R2U stress
placement and R22 V deletion (a feeding order) to give the following derivations:

warm 2sgsiib warm 2plsub 2sgsub 2plsiib
oneself+pt oneself+pt see+pt see+pt

UF s?on+t?i s'on+fik laqi2*''in laqji'^in+fik

R26 laq?<?i

R24 s''6nt?i s-'ontTik laqd'^i laqj^^'infik

R8 s-'onti s-'ontik laq««i laq^intik

surf s'ontl s^ontlk laq«<i laq«<intik

2plsub
speak+pt,2sgsub speak+pt,2plsub be scared+pt ,2sgsub be scared+pt

UF ciwinin ciwinin+fik talanan talanan+fik

R26 ciwini talana

R24 ciwini ciwininfik talana talananfik

R22 ciwin talan

R25 c?iwln cTiwininfik t?alan t?alanant?ik

R8 ciwin ciwinintik talan talanantik

surf ^Ihl cibinintlk tkla talanantik
t

play+2sub,pt play+pr make,do+2sub,pt make,do+pr
UF qamanan qamanan+ya maka+fi maka+ya

R25 qamana

R2^ qamana qamanSnya makafi makaya

R22 qaman

R25 q?aman mak''at''i

R7 ?aman

R8 makati

• •

•

• • • ... ...

surf ''ama qamana makati makay

26. It would be formally possible to mark all underlying 2sgsub,pt verb
forms with the suffix -t^ and rewrite R23 to include the deletion of -t'i
!^°"^.'!^!^ ^^^ ^"'^ °'' '"''^^^ ^ ^^^ deletion rule ordered before R23. H^^verthe added abstractness of such an approach, while simplifying the lexiconwould obviously make the rules more complex without apparent phonological'
motivation. s -^
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It should be mentioned here that "come" and "go", probably the two most
frequently used verbs in TT (they appear not only frequently as verb roots but
in many compound verb stems) are often exceptions to R26. When they occur in
a compound verb stem, they conform to R26

:
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UP

R27

R28

R11+

Rll

R12

come+pr come+fut dig+pr?!already irr?!forget=fut
min+ya min+ya: ah+ya?^ca ka^^kap+ya:

mma mma: aha'fia

kakap?a:

kakawpya

:

kakawkya

:

R22 man

surf mi
t

pant+pr
^ap+ya

mina: ahaca ahya^a kakapa: kakawkya:

UF

R27

R28 ^ap-'a

R14

Rll Sawpya

R12 ^awkya

overnight+fut
loqoh+ya

:

loqoha:

eat+desid+pr think+pr
''u+putun+ya pa:stak+ya

'uputuna

pa:stak''a

R22
'uputtin

surf sapa Sawkya

irr^shell+fut
UF ka;i!p''as+ya:

R27 kap-'asa:

loqoha: loqohya:

bathe+pr^already
pal+ya^ca

pasaca

''uput^

irr/cry+fut
ka^tas+ya:

katasa:

pa:stika pa:stakya

surf

UF

R28

R7

kapasa:

be born+pr
paq+ya

paq''a

pa?a

pasaca

irrii^give+fut

kai^^taq+ya:

kaStaq''a:

kaSta'^a:

katasa:

meet+pr^already
paltoq+ya^a

pa?toq''a'£a

pa^to?a^a

27
surf pa-'a paqya ka^ta'a: ka^taqya: palto^a^a pa^toqya^a

and
.^^^^^/°™^ ^f

h ^hose mentioned above (see under R12 /p,t/ weakening

f^n.f
^!) P^^^f\^" interesting pattern of consonant alternation in thefinal position of the verb stem of some forms. There are three types of
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The environment for the following rule occurs only in verbs which have
the sequence /ni/ immediately preceding the suffix -ya: , "future":

i V
R29 /i/ deletion [-long] -^ / n y [j-stress]

28
condition: optional

When /i/ is short, it is optionally deleted when following /n/ and preceding
a sequence of /y/-stressed V. R29 is ordered after R24 stress placement and
R27 /y/ deletion (a nonfeeding order) and before Rm nasal assimilation (a

feeding order) to give the following forms:
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UF
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""-contT

R3i| /q/ weakening q -•> X / -nas J

There is a partial overlap of the allophones of /q/ and /h/ :
preceding stops

other than /q/, [x^ is interpreted as /q/; preceding /q/, [x] is interpreted

as /h/.

irri^lsubp^play+pt foc^lsub^hear+pf eye+know+pr

UF ka?ik;^qamanan+li wa: ji!ki^qasmat+ta laq+kaj^'ay+ya

R32 kahqamananli wa : hqasmatta

R33 kaXqamananli watXqasmatta

R34
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eliminates the motivation for the application of R4- and R5 (which are also
SSS-motivated rules). The bleeding order between R35 and R38 is necessary
to avoid complete deletion of the morpheme.

Where the optional R37 is applicable, the following derivations show the
alternate surface forms resulting from its application or nonapplication.

UF
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R39 V lowering V -* [^high] /
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R42a r+back

I -round
-^

-lC)W

0-higli>

y^Qund

-cons

-syll

+high
aback
/ground

^stres^

condition: optional

However, we are still left with the problem of accounting for the forms
in which /a/ assimilates completely with the following vowel even though it

is not stressed (e.g., [ku:nar{ from /ka?*hun+ya : / and [katiTiya-j from
/kai^ta+?i+ya:/. In each such exception to R42a, the underlying /a/ is part
of a proclitic or a prefix and assimilates to the first vowel of the verb stem
when separated from that vowel by /h/ or /''/. If we were to adopt the collapsed
form of RM-1 and RM-2 as stated in R4-2a, we would have to posit another rule,

ordered later in the derivation specifically to handle such forms:

R42b V
[-high]

[.P] /
r-consl

[-son I

V

stem
J verb

condition: optional
R16 /h/ deletion would then be ordered after R42b, and with R17 vowel

lengthening, would produce the following forms:
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irr/become+fut
UF ka?!hun+ya:

R42 kuhunya:

R15 kuunya:

(RUl)

3pl+buy+pr
ta+''i+ya

ti'^iya

int+put in+pr
ta+hu+ya

tuhuya

irr;!^ int+put in+fut
ka?^ta+hu+ya

:

katuhuya

:

katuuya:

surf ku:na: ti''iy tuhuy katu:ya:

For all other forms, R16 would precede R42 (a bleeding order but nonbleeding RUl)
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The two forms above are the only forms attested that give alternation evidence
for a high vowel being lowered when contiguous to /q/. However, the rule
correctly expresses a major limitation on the distribution of the high vowels:
/i/ and /u/ never occur contiguous to /q/.

The rules discussed previously in this section account for the majority
of occurences of /e/ and /o/ in TT. Of those that remain, virtually all can
be attributed historically to the rule of V-/q/ assimilation followed by
R7 /q,h/ deletion:

gloss TT cognate

yuca s''ew q''o'§q''ewi (Totonac)

good 'ol q''o"§ (H)

dog ^''oy ^q''oy (H)

pretty li''eca lilaqatit (Totonac)

Each of the four forms above is a member of a minimal pair in TT: S''iw,

"we would have bought it" ; "^us , "bumblebee" ; s?uy , "he was eating" ; and
li'' l^a , "it's hot (weather)".

Since the same rules that provide a diachronic explanation for the mid-
vowels in the above forms continue to have a synchronic application, it would
be formally possible to assign only high vowels to the words with a contiguous
lop I in their underlying forms. Ri+3 V-/q/ assimilation and R7 /q,h/ deletion
would then generate the correct surface forms:

UF
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such as sq'^iw . In Totonac and H, where the /q?/ is still present such
underlying forms would be plausible. In TT, however, the loss of /q/
before /''/ has brought about a five vowel system which has been reinforced
by the influx of numerous Spanish loans . Thus , five underlying vowel
positions are posited for TT, while Aschmann correctly posits only three
for highland Totonac.

34. There is one attested vestige of the three vowel system in TT diminutives
or baby-talk. Diminutives are formed by the fronting of /q/ to /k/ and by a
"flip-flop" of the alveolar and alveopalatal fricatives and affricates
(^--» s, s —>§; '5 —> ^, 4 —^>^). Thus, the diminutive form of paq^a,
"tomato", is pak^a . However, there are two diminutive forms for

'

^''oy , "dog":
s'^oy or sk'^uy ; the latter is here considered to be a vestige of the old
underlying form, Iq'^uy . It is also likely that a word for '"pretty", k'^us,

comes from an old diminutive form of ''os , "good" (once underlying q'>us )

,

though '^os is the present diminutive for "good". All other diminutive forms
support a five vowel analysis. Thus, the diminutive form of s?ew, "yuca"

,

''oqli , "he drank it", and ^qoy , "leaf", are s'^ew , ^okli, and skoy; sk'^iw ,

•^ukli and skuy are unacceptable

.
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